
Project Your Inspiration 





is thin as your finger and weighs only 400g. It provides powerful and 

reliable performance. With its unique design and excellent performance,

AIRXEL is the most advanced projector in the world.



Tap to Connect!
‘Design for Samsung’ is partnership program for 

Samsung mobile phone. Only product that passes the 
test from Samsung allow to use ‘Design for Samsung’ 
logo. 

AIRXEL got a ‘Design for Samsung’ certification. And it 
has special function just for the ‘Design for Samsung’  
product. By using NFC tech, only need to tap the AIRXEL 
with your Samsung Galaxy phone※ to mirror 
smartphone screen.

Easily get connected with just tap once. 

(This NFC function is only available with Airxel S model)

(※ Supporting Galaxy Note 3 and above )



The best among the classHD high definition DLP projector AIRXEL uses Texas 
Instruments' CAIC(Content Adaptive Illumination Control) algorithm to provide 
impressively higher contrast and brightness that can amuse your eyes. 

Max 220 lumen



Maximum Connectivity Connect various smart devices such as 
notebook, tablet, and smartphone with ease 



Auto keystone 
correction 

Auto keystone correction can be used to optimize a distorted screen. AIRXEL is 
sensing the angle of projection and correct the image automatically with an aspect 
ratio of 16:9 within the range of +/-40 vertical degrees.



IDEA Award 
Winner in 2015

• AIRXEL, designed by INNOIO, won the IDEA award which organized by 
IDSA(the Industrial Designers Society of America) in 2015. 

• In 2015, more than 1,700 product designs were submitted. Among those only 
83 products named on the finalist. AIRXEL won the silver award in 
entertainment category. 



Maximum Power!
2 Hours of play time with one charge

IntelliBright Technology  
5000:1 contrast range and 34.3% 
reduction of power consumption

Powerful Wireless Network Performance!
802.11a/b/c/n 2.4Ghz and 5Ghz Dual Band 

Simple and Easy Connection!
Simple and easy connection with 
smart devices





Specification
Display Method: DLP 

Brightness: Max 220 lumens

Resolution: HD (1280 x 720)

Screen Size: 120inch @ 4.5m

Aspect Ratio: 16:9

Contrast Ratio: 5,000:1 

Throw Ratio: 1.66:1

Projection Offset: 100%

Keystone: Auto Keystone (Vertical)

Video Input: HDMI, Miracast(Android), AirPlay(iOS)

Wi-Fi: 2.4Ghz / 5Ghz Dual Band

Battery Running Time: 2Hours

Size(mm): 140(W) x 156(L) x 19(H)

Function: CAIC(Content-Adaptive Illumination Control)

SIR (Smart Image Reflection)

NFC Connection 



The Power of Small
INNOCUBE is not just smaller projector, 

it could change your life style. 

Enjoy pocket size theater with better 

performance and breakthrough cube 

shape design.



Luminous cube in hand
Simple but Exquisite 

The smallest and lightest beam projector INNOCUBE 119g ultra light weight with 

45.5 x 45.5 x 46.5 (mm) size lighter than smart phones. There is no any discomfort 

throughout the day in your pocket and bag. 

In addition, crystal white finish will live with chic suits with shiny aluminium .



Not just a big screen. It is clearer.

You can project a screen from 30 to 100 inches, an ideal size 
for your movies, games or video conference call. 
More than a big screen. It supports 50 ANSI lumen and LED 
type screen with clear video quality, so you can enjoy more 
improved and dynamic video.



Expandability to allow you to connect various devices

You can connect various media devices such as laptops and tablets as well as Android phones and iPhones. Easy 
expandability maximizes usability.

• Auto detection of devices that can support MHL, HDMI outputs.
• devices required video connector adaptors. (Sold separately)



Wired/ Wireless 
connection all
Android and iPhone , as well as a laptop, tablet, and etc. You 

can connect a variety of smart devices , it maximizes usability 

with easy scalability.

In addition, if supported by the wireless screen mirroring via 

a wireless dongle to use the latest smart devices do not 

need even cumbersome cable connections.

• MHL, HDMI output can automatically detect the device , 

connected to a video adapter required depending on the 

device (purchased separately)

• When the wireless connection requires wireless dongle 

(purchased separately)





Display Method: DLP LED

Brightness: 50 ANSI lumens

Resolution: nHD (640 x 360)

Screen Size: 55inch @ 2.0m

Aspect Ratio: 4:3

Contrast Ratio: 1,000:1 

Throw Ratio: 1.6:1

Projection Offset: 100%

Focusing Type: Manual

Video Input: MHL / HDMI (mini HDMI)

Battery Running Time: 100min

Size(mm): 45.5(W) x 45.5(L) x 46.5(H)

Built-in Speaker

45mm 45mm 45mm

46.5mm

Specification

Even rich sounds
Expressing emotions of video

One look to check the 
battery level



Thank You


